Learn about the importance of integrity of student societies and win ICAC souvenirs through “Integrity Pong”!

Dear Students,

“Soeng Zong” (上莊) is known as one of the “Five Things to Do in the University” (大學五件事), which refers to serve as the executive committee member of student societies. We believe that many of you currently are or have been ExCos or members of student societies. However, do you know that there are many hidden integrity challenges in “Soeng Zong”? If you lack awareness in maintaining your integrity, you might face the breach of duty as ExCos and fail members’ trust or even fall into trap of corruption!

In order to let students know more about integrity related to “Soeng Zong”, HKU ICAC Ambassadors will organise the “Integrity Pong” game, hoping to raise students’ personal ethnics. Come to our booth game and win prizes through answering questions of different levels!

Date: 29th - 30th January 2024 (Mon & Tue)
Time: 12:00-17:00
Venue: Run Run Shaw Podium, HKU

We hope to see you at the event!

Best regards,
HKU ICAC Ambassadors
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